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Solutions Architect Join A Dynamic Team:Are you passionate about shaping the future of

technology in the insurance industry? Do you thrive in a collaborative environment

where innovation and creativity are valued? If so, we have an exciting opportunity for

you!My client is a leading provider of insurance, professional, and investment services,

operating on an international scale, driving ambitious technology improvements to better serve

our clients.The Role:As a Solution Architect, you will play a pivotal role working alongside

analysts, developers, and technical specialists. Your primary responsibility will be to design

and integrate cross-platform system changes that align with our business objectives. You'll

collaborate with key stakeholders to translate business requirements into end-to-end

solutions, ensuring designs are secure, scalable, and approved by relevant authorities.Key

Responsibilities:Create and maintain comprehensive design documentation, ensuring

alignment with enterprise architecture and information security standardsCollaborate closely

with development teams to realize your designs, providing guidance and support throughout

the implementation processFacilitate estimation of work and contribute to the definition of

development environments, adhering to best practices and governance protocolsEngage with

the user community to identify areas for improvement and innovation, driving continuous

enhancement of our systemsStay abreast of emerging technologies and industry trends,

identifying opportunities for strategic advancementRequirements:Proven experience in a

solution architecture role, with expertise in Microsoft technologies, .NET, and Azure

platformsFamiliarity with Power Apps, Dynamics, and other cloud technologies, with a

focus on building scalable solutions for regulated industriesStrong communication and
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stakeholder management skills, with the ability to articulate complex technical concepts to

diverse audiencesExperience working within a regulated environment, preferably in

financial services, with knowledge of GDPR requirementsA background in continuous

integration and delivery practices, along with architectural planning and roadmap creation
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